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Abstract
The muscovite–paragonite (Ms–Pg) series [K1–xNaxAl2(Si4–yAly)O10(OH)2] is a group of micas with
end-members of Ms (x = 0, y ≈ 1) and Pg (x = 1, y ≈ 1). This mineral series is found in the Earth’s crust
and upper mantle. The series shows a wide immiscibility gap between the end-members.
Density functional theory (DFT) is used to show the compression in five models of the 2M1 polytype
Ms-Pg series to 6 GPa. Bulk moduli and cell-parameter moduli were obtained from a least-square fitting
of pressures and volumes to a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. Bulk-modulus values of the
end-members of the series agree with the range of experimental values. Bond lengths and atomic-group
geometries were studied as a function of the pressure and composition of the series by determining the
moduli. Compression mechanism has been determined.
The excess volumes, Vex, were higher for the Na-rich members than for the K-rich members. Vex follow
a Redlich-Kister behavior. The excess free energy, Gex, was calculated isobarically in a semiempirical way:
the DFT excess volume data were calculated in one experimental model (A from Roux and Hovis 1996)
in a Redlich-Kister function. The Gex as a function of the composition of the Ms-Pg join of the A model
show two minima with constant composition to 0.75 GPa, evolving to richer end-member compositions
at greater pressures. Therefore, the solvus should increase the gap of immiscibility at high pressure.
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Introduction
The muscovite–paragonite (Ms–Pg) join is a series of dioctahedral phyllosilicates of the true, white-mica group, with Na+
and K+ substitutions in the interlayer, with a general formula [K1–x
NaxAl2(Si4–yAly)O10(OH)2]. These minerals, found in the Earth’s
crust and upper mantle, are among the most common and abundant
minerals in metamorphic rocks. Ms (x = 0, y ≈ 1) and Pg (x = 1, y
≈ 1) are the end-members of the series where an immiscibility gap
exists (Guidotti et al. 1992). Natural samples show minor concentration of cations, which involve sites in the interlayer (Ca2+, Ba2+,
Sr2+, etc.), octahedra (Oc/VI) (Mg2+, Fe2+, Fe3+, Ti2+, and Mn2+),
and tetrahedra (T/IV) sheets. The effect of cation substitutions in
the Oc, T sheets, and interlayer on the cell dimensions was studied
by Guidotti et al. (1992). The Ms-Pg series has the potential to
be a geothermometer and a geobarometer (Guidotti et al. 1994;
Blencoe et al. 1994).
Pressure behavior of Ms was studied by different techniques,
revealing a strong anisotropy in the compressional behavior (Comodi and Zanazzi 1995). Table 1 presents the values of the bulk
modulus of Ms and Pg with different experimental techniques.
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Bulk-modulus values of Ms are given from 49.0 GPa (Holland and
Powell 1998, 2011) to 61.4 GPa (Faust and Knittle 1994). These
variations in results may be attributed to different samples, such
as heterogeneities of composition, techniques, and use of powder
or single-crystal samples. In addition, in powder samples subject
to high pressure, preferred orientations of crystallites are possible.
The bulk modulus of Pg was also studied, showing more rigid
values (65.5 GPa, Comodi and Zanazzi 1997) than Ms.
Ortega-Castro et al. (2010) by means of DFT calculations of
Ms with increasing pressure to 6 GPa determined a bulk-modulus
value of 60.1 GPa. They studied each atomic group as a function
of pressure to yield the compression mechanism. This value is
close to that of Faust and Knittle (1994). Teich-McGoldrick et
al. (2012), by means of dynamical simulations, obtained a bulk
modulus of Ms of 59.8 GPa (0.01 GPa of pressure and T = 298
K). They found that the bulk moduli decreased with increasing
temperature and increased with increasing pressure, as expected.
From DFT-calculated elastic constants, polycrystalline bulk
moduli of the series have been found to be slightly larger than the
known experimental values (Hernández-Haro et al. 2013).From
DFT/B3LYP-D* and by using the quasi-harmonic approximation
(Ulian and Valdrè 2015), at 298.15 K, obtained a bulk modulus
of 59.93 GPa.
Atomic-group variations as a function of pressure was also
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